
Blurb: The Greatest hits from one of the greatest labels ever.

VA - Stax 50th Anniversary Celebration
Stax
        There's not enough room here for me to go too deep into the rich history of possibly the best soul music label ever but suffice to say there has been much good music made and precious little of it in print for the past decade or two. Thankfully, the Concord Music label has decided to rectify the problem by re-starting the label as a functioning entity and by launching a multi-faceted plan of festivities celebrating the venerable label's 50th anniversary this year. The first salvo in the re-firing of the label involves this two-disc best-of collection that puts a lot of the label's many hits in one convenient place.
        Begun fifty years ago by partner's Estelle Axton and Jim Stewart the record label beagn as a back-of-the-record-store
enterprise with the store funding the label's releases until sales started rolling in. The label's first hit was the classic instrumental "Last Night" by the Mar-Keys. Soon, the label was off and running, scoring with hits by Booker T and the MG's (the fantastic "Green Onions" among many others) and veteran soul stars such as Rufus Thomas. After partnering with Atlantic Records, the label lucked onto it's first real find and the artist who would define the label for several years to come: Otis Redding. When Redding started having hits, the label became red-hot. Soon artists like Sam and Dave, William Bell, Carla Thomas (Rufus' daughter) and others were scoring hits with regularity. It is these songs that dominate the first disc of this two-disc set and are most likely the songs you know best. The 60's soul classics! Songs like Walking The Dog (Rufus Thomas), Respect (Otis Redding), Soul Man (Sam and Dave), Dock Of The Bay (Redding again) and on and on. Song for song, this may be the best CD on earth.
        The next part of the Stax story can be traced to another earthshattering event: Otis Redding's death. After Redding's very sad and untimely death, the label briefly went into a tailspin even as they were still scoring hits. The label's deal with Atlantic soon soured and, as part of the settlement, Atlantic took possession of every master recorded during the partnership. Unfortunately, that took away most of the label's big hits up to that time and robbed the label of Redding's work as well. What had been the greatest artist and asset to the label was now off-limits to them and the label now had no catalogue to boot. In essence, the label had to start over. Thankfully, Stax still had it's name and thanks to the label's success on the charts, many artists were still attracted to it despite all of the turmoil going on.
        Intent on surviving,  Stax eventually hatched a plan to develop an "instant" back catalog. Thanks to backing from a new distributor and the fact the label's artists considered themselves a "family," Stax sent all of their contracted artists into the studio to work on albums at the same time in a brave marketing plan that the label hoped would get them back on track and give them a back catalogue to boot: the simultaneous release of twenty eight albums! It was during some of this scrambling that Stax lucked on to their next huge find, someone who had been under their nose all the time, writing and playing on their other artist's albums: Isaac Hayes! To you younger music fans, he's the guy who plays Chef on Southpark.
        A co-writer of many of Stax's hits (especially with duo Sam and Dave but for a bunch of other Stax artists as well) with David Porter, Hayes was given the chance to record his own album during the twenty-eight album freeforall Stax was working on. With all of those albums to do, Stax had figured some would not really connect but figured Hayes deserved a shot anyway because of his past songwriting success and if it didn't succeed, so what? Thing is, it succeeded in spades and soon Hayes was having his own giant hits and building the label into a powerhouse once again. It is songs from the Hayes and beyond years that fill up disc two of this collection. Highlights on this disc are songs like Mr Big Stuff (Jean Knight), Respect Yourself (The Staple Singers), Starting All Over Again (Mel & Tim), and the immortal Theme From Shaft (Isaac Hayes) so shut yo' mouth!
        To be sure, there is enough pure unadulterated soul on these two discs as there has ever been gathered in one spot before except for maybe the 3-installment single collections from the early 90's. Since then, all collections of Stax material has been hit or miss, with important albums left out-of-print and tantalizing rare material left in obscurity. The new owners of Stax, Concord Music, have promised a renaissance for the label including tons of re-issues and a re-invigortaion as the new release label. To that end, the label has already signed Isaac Hayes(!) to a Stax return, Jill Scott and a few other artists who represent the future of soul music and are hoping to make the label synonomous with gritty, earthy soul music once again. A Otis Redding and Isaac Hayes have proved, it only takes one key artist to get the ball rolling. Hopefully the new Stax will find that one key person to help fund the label and start a whole new stream of hits. 
         And, while all that stuff happens, grab this two-disc CD set that's so chock full of soul hits you'll want to throw a party and turn it up LOUD. And throw that party because it's the only CD you're gonna need.


